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Minority Recommendation

1. AMWG Recommendation (12/5/2006) -

AMWG recommends that GCMRC address the concerns listed in the minority report and bring the revised MRP back to AMWG in summer for further consideration

2. Minority concerns break down into two basic issues
   • Key resource issues should be added or better focused
   • Incomplete process for SSQ development (not all RINs included and unclear priority setting)

3. December/January - GCMRC met individually with members of the minority group to clarify these issues and suggest resolution
   • Crosswalk table (showing relationship between RINs and SSQs)
   • Identify gaps
   • Develop additional SSQs to fill gaps
   • Clarify/add focus on critical resource areas
   • Minority would review products and provide input

4. March/2007 met to discuss a consolidated minority view
   • GCMRC should proceed with the general agreement reached with individual minority members
   • GCMRC should develop a timeline to address the above needs in time to get revised MRP to the AMWG by its summer/fall meeting